The evolution of herbicide resistance in weed populations is a highly replicated example of adaptation surmounting the race against extinction, but the factors determining its rate and nature remain poorly understood. Here, we explore theory and empirical evidence for the importance of population genetic parameters-including effective population size, dominance, mutational target size, and gene flow-in influencing the probability and mode of herbicide resistance adaptation and its variation across species. We compiled data on the number of resistance mutations across populations for 79 herbicide-resistant species. Our findings are consistent with theoretical predictions that self-fertilization reduces resistance adaptation from standing variation within populations, but increases independent adaptation across populations. Furthermore, we provide evidence for a ploidy-mating system interaction that may reflect trade-offs in polyploids between increased effective population size and greater masking of beneficial mutations. We highlight the power of population genomic approaches to provide insights into the evolutionary dynamics of herbicide resistance with important implications for understanding the limits of adaptation.
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HERBICIDE RESISTANCE AS A MODEL SYSTEM TO STUDY ADAPTATION
The evolution of resistant weed populations in response to herbicide applications is a striking example of convergent adaptation across species, but this highly replicated evolutionary experiment is also increasingly becoming a problem for agricultural management. Contemporary agricultural regimes that rely heavily on crop monocultures are susceptible to competition from weed species and thus depend on the use of herbicides to minimize interspecific competition and maximize yields (158) . Overreliance on herbicides since they were introduced in the 1950s has led repeatedly to the evolution of weed species resistant to these once-lethal chemicals (12, 42) . Observations of resistance phenotypes in natural weed populations are astounding in the extent of their widespread geographic and taxonomic distribution and in their response to a range of herbicides. Herbicide resistance has arisen across 69 countries, and 251 weed species are resistant to 162 different herbicides and to 23 of the 26 herbicide sites of action, for a total of at least 469 unique cases of herbicide resistance (73). With the growing spread of resistance across species and herbicide modes of action, reactive strategies to combat resistance are becoming increasingly ineffective, underlying the need to understand the key factors driving resistance evolution (119). The assurance of global food security via agricultural yields is thus in need of a highly integrative management approach, in which population geneticists, evolutionary biologists, and weed scientists investigate the nature of resistance adaptation and the factors that affect it to both predict and prevent the evolution of herbicide-resistant weeds. Weed-herbicide systems are governed by the same forces as traditional examples of adaptation but are extreme in that they experience exceptionally severe selective pressures. These systems provide researchers with the unparalleled opportunity to study adaptive processes in plants in real time. Despite the fundamental-and applied, in the case of herbicide resistance-importance of adaptation, key questions about the underlying genetic processes remain. In particular, our empirical knowledge of the effect size and dynamics of beneficial mutations has remained incomplete largely owing to their rarity (124), although from observations of the incidence of resistant weeds, it is evident that beneficial mutations have arisen repeatedly across species in response to selection Effective population size (N e ): the size of an ideal population (N) that would experience an equivalent effect of genetic drift as the structured population of interest from herbicides. It remains unclear however, how often resistance adaptation occurs via de novo mutation or standing genetic variation, whether mutations arise independently across populations or spread through gene flow, and what key population-and species-level factors control the rate and nature of resistance evolution. Addressing these questions will not only inform us about how weeds persist under strict agricultural regimes, but also provide invaluable insight into the population genomics of adaptation.
Models of evolutionary rescue have been used to understand adaptation predominantly in unicellular and fast-growing multicellular systems (e.g., 16 , 91, 134), but they are also particularly useful for considering the population genetics of herbicide resistance adaptation. Under an environmental change in which previously fit genotypes are no longer suited to their environment, evolutionary rescue that prevents extinction and restores positive population growth requires the presence of adaptive variants (15, 23, 56, 66, 78, 127) . In the context of herbicide resistance adaptation, the adaptive mutants that lead to evolutionary rescue come in two forms: target site resistance (TSR) (43) and nontarget site resistance (NTSR) (39, 41, 172) mutations. These two types of resistance mechanisms may result in different patterns of adaptation yet are influenced by the same fundamental population genetic parameters.
Most broadly, a key question of both basic and applied importance concerns the factors limiting the rate of adaptation and influencing the probability of evolutionary rescue in populations. Here, we review the theoretical expectations and empirical evidence to date for the factors expected to influence the rate and probability of resistance evolution in weed populations. Consideration of these factors leads to important testable predictions about which species and populations are more likely or less likely to evolve resistance, which can be investigated in both experimental and agricultural populations. Because the varying nature of adaptation to herbicide resistance can leave important signals in patterns of genomic variation, we outline the potential for population genomic approaches to provide key insights into these questions over the next decade.
Gene stacking: the gradual process of recombining adaptive variants onto the same background to environmental change depends on mutation rates and the effective population size; for previously deleterious mutations, their initial frequency depends on the strength of purifying selection and the deleterious mutation rate (125, 127). Under a model of evolutionary rescue in which an environmental shift leads to a population decline, the rate at which wild-type individuals are lost directly limits how many new mutations can arise (126). In turn, the probability that adaptation proceeds from standing genetic variation or new mutation depends on the balance between the frequency of standing genetic variants and the rate at which new mutants arise in the declining population (125, 127). The relative importance of these two sources of adaptive variation in rescuing populations from extinction remains a key question in understanding adaptation (11) but can be addressed through population genetic approaches.
Studies of herbicide resistance provide a tractable system to investigate whether adaptation proceeds predominantly from standing genetic variation or from mutations that arise de novo. Given that in many cases the initial frequency of a new mutation ( 1 2N ) may be much smaller than the frequency of variants under mutation-selection balance u s (11, 74) , standing genetic variation may often be involved in resistance adaptation when costs due to the absence of herbicides are not overwhelming.
Several reports of standing genetic variation for herbicide resistance in untreated populations have been documented. For example, TSR to acetyl-CoA carboxylase (ACCase) herbicides has been documented in herbarium specimens of the grass Alopecurus myosuroides, collected in 1781, long predating the introduction of herbicides to agricultural practices (40) . Investigations of the segregating frequency of herbicide resistance mutations in untreated populations also provide insight into the prevalence of standing genetic variation if gene flow from resistant populations did not occur. The frequency of target site acetolactate synthase (ALS)-resistant individuals in three untreated populations of Lolium rigidum was between 1 × 10 −5 and 1.2 × 10 −4 (120, 138), which is considerably higher than estimates of the spontaneous mutation rate of resistance alleles (between 10 −8 and 10 −9 , based on mutation accumulation experiments in Arabidopsis and Nicotiana tabacum; 67, 69). These results suggest that selection against known, large-effect TSR mutations in the absence of herbicide may often not be sufficiently severe to completely remove resistance alleles; thus, selection from standing genetic variation may be important for this evolutionary process.
Small-effect variants across the genome that confer resistance may be segregating at higher frequencies than large-effect TSR mutations, assuming their costs correspond to their beneficial effect sizes. Indeed, it is thought that NTSR arises gradually over generations by the recombination of small-effect mutations across genes onto the same genetic background (gene stacking) (39) , and the coordinated actions of these genes have been identified as conferring resistance in populations of A. myosuroides and Raphanus raphanistrum (6, 96) . The role of standing variation from smalleffect mutations depends on the strength of selection; individuals with small-effect mutations are more likely to survive and persist under low doses of herbicide than under high doses. Consistent with this finding, an examination of the effect of low-and high-dose treatment in Lolium perenne found the frequency of putative NTSR individuals to be 4 × 10 −4 for low dose and between 0 and 3 × 10 −5 for high dose (106) . Moreover, an initially susceptible population of just 100 individuals of L. rigidum was reported as cross-resistant to chemically unrelated herbicides after just three generations of selection from very-low-dose diclofop-methyl (ACCase) (25) , implying rapid selection for NTSR from readily available variation. Standing genetic variants may therefore have a direct role in the evolution of NTSR populations, in which their effect size determines their importance for evolutionary rescue of susceptible populations. Persisting small-effect resistance mutations may slow the rate of population decline, increasing the probability that a large-effect de novo mutation may arise and restore positive population growth (119). The genomic patterns associated with the fixation of standing genetic variants differ from those associated with fixation of a new mutation, as recombination has had time to shuffle standing genetic variants onto different genetic backgrounds (84, 140, 156) . These patterns respectively correspond with the processes of fixation called soft and hard selective sweeps (74, 113). The traditional population genetic view of adaptation in eukaryotes sees populations as mutation limited, and therefore adaptation proceeds via hard selective sweeps. In contrast, in populations not limited by mutational input such as those with high levels of standing genetic variation or recurrent mutation, adaptation can occur via soft selective sweeps (74). Because soft selective sweeps draw from multiple adaptive haplotypes, the loss of genetic diversity is much less extreme than under hard sweeps. The extent to which populations are mutation limited ultimately determines the roles of new mutation and standing genetic variation and thus hard and soft sweeps in adaptive evolution (74). As we discuss further below, population genomic approaches can thus help distinguish the relative role of new mutation and standing genetic variation.
Population Size
Both census size and the effective size of populations have important effects on the probability of evolutionary rescue. On the one hand, effective population size before the application of herbicides is a key determinant of the strength of drift on neutral and nearly neutral mutations, which subsequently influence the probability of rescue from standing genetic diversity. On the other hand, if resistance adaptation proceeds primarily from new mutation, the rate of resistance adaptation is determined primarily by the rate of new mutations, their beneficial effect, and the effective population size. If their beneficial effect is larger than the rate of population decline (s > r), new resistance mutations can contribute to evolutionary rescue with the probability 2(s − r) (127). The census population size is also a key parameter for determining the minimum threshold at which rescue can occur, under which extinction from demographic stochasticity is likely (56, 77). Generally, populations with a larger N e have increased standing genetic variation from previously neutral mutations and an increased number of individuals contributing to the next generation, which should in turn increase the probability of evolutionary rescue under novel environmental conditions (27, 56, 93, 104) .
Studies of the influence of N e relevant to evolutionary rescue have examined its genomic influences on the type of selective sweep. Notably, pesticide adaptation in Drosophila occurs by soft selective sweeps in parallel across populations worldwide, as a remarkably large contemporary N e (112) means that adaptation is not mutation limited, in contrast to expectations from the historical N e (85). Similarly, a study of the impact of N e on reductions in diversity in primates concluded that the number of experienced selective sweeps over time increases with population size, but that adaptation was likely mutation limited in apes (116) . No empirical study of plant populations thus far has investigated the relationship between effective population size, mode of selection, and probability of evolutionary rescue, and more basically, only a couple of studies have investigated the genomic consequences of the spread of resistance (50, 90 ; see the section titled Toward a Research Program in the Population Genomics of Herbicide Resistance). Nevertheless, some of the most resistant weeds are those with large populations (e.g., Amaranthus spp., Avena fatua, and Conyza canadensis) (72), consistent with the prediction that rates of adaptation should be highest in such species.
Mutational Target Size
Another key factor that may limit or aid in the evolution of herbicide resistance adaptation is the mutational target size. Resistance mutations may arise through new mutation after the addition of herbicide pressure or through standing genetic variation; both cases depend on the product of the per-base mutation rate and the number of sites in which a nucleotide substitution is adaptive (33) . The probability of a susceptible population surviving herbicide treatment via evolutionary rescue increases linearly with the number of targets across the genome that can contribute to the resistance phenotype (126). In the context of herbicide resistance, variation in mutational target size manifests in many forms and at multiple levels: the number of binding sites in target proteins across herbicides, the number of genes involved, the length of those genes, and the number of whole genome copies.
The repeated evolution of herbicide resistance in natural weed populations has been increasingly documented since herbicides were first introduced. Despite a wealth of distinct resistance mutations, parallel convergence of the underlying molecular basis of resistance phenotypes-down to the gene, amino acid, or nucleotide-is by no means the exception. For example, several ALS TSR mutations occur recurrently across species; Trp 574 -to-Leu and Pro 197 -to-Ser amino acid substitutions are present across 36 and 25 species, respectively, more than twice as many species as any of the other 26 unique TSR mutations (73). Similar patterns are present for NTSR; a few gene families are repeatedly implicated in resistance adaptation across a range of species (39) . These patterns of molecular convergence at the levels of the single nucleotide polymorphism and the gene imply evolutionary constraint in the form of a limited mutational target size.
Between herbicides, target proteins differ in the number of amino acids that influence conformational binding and thus in the number of sites in which a mutation may confer resistance. The rate of emergence of TSR thus varies between herbicides, with the prediction that herbicides with a larger mutational repertoire for resistance experience faster rates of resistance adaptation. These expectations can thus inform risk assessments on whether certain herbicides may be more likely than others to lead to resistance adaptation. For example, glyphosate herbicides that target the 5-enolpyruvylshikimate-3-phosphate synthase (EPSPS) enzyme were thought to be at low risk for leading to the evolution of resistance: Glyphosate mimics the transition state enzyme and thus leads to strong inhibition (147), a lack of active plant transporters were known (22) , and target site mutations were few and could not be produced from mutagenesis experiments (69, 80). In fact, a comparative mutagenesis study of glyphosate and ALS herbicides in two biotype replications of 125,000 Arabidopsis lines found no glyphosate-resistant mutants arose, whereas the spontaneous frequency of ALS resistance individuals was 3.2 × 10 −5 (80). Indeed, TSR to glyphosate in weed populations has been identified in just one amino acid residue, Pro106, which is not directly involved in binding but rather slightly alters the protein structure owing to the large fitness costs in the form of kinetic activity from other resistance mutations that arise directly within binding residues (71). However, although the emergence of resistance to glyphosate was slower than that for other herbicides, resistance is now widespread. The apparent reason for the discrepancy between the predicted risk of resistance evolution and the increasing number of glyphosate-resistant species goes beyond point mutations conferring TSR; NTSR and gene amplification (see the sidebar titled A Case Study of Gene Amplification in Amaranthus) are thought to have a particularly important role in the evolution of resistance to glyphosate herbicides (147) .
In contrast to large-effect mutations from alterations to the target site, another possibility is that resistance initially evolves through many small-effect mutations across the genome. This would be possible through NTSR. The idea of gene stacking emphasizes the polygenic nature of NTSR (136) , yet it remains unclear how much NTSR is quantitative; within a single individual or population, is NTSR controlled by many small-effect genes or a few large-effect genes? If NTSR is highly polygenic, this can have an important effect on the mutational target size and the probability of evolutionary rescue. In particular, the waiting time for TSR mutations to arise in a limited mutational target window (127) is expected to be longer than that for NTSR mutations,
A CASE STUDY OF GENE AMPLIFICATION IN AMARANTHUS
Glyphosate resistance via amplification of the target EPSPS gene is best known in Amaranthus palmeri and A. tuberculatus, in which this novel mode of resistance was first described (53, 99) but has since been reported in five other species (32, 108, 117, 146, 165) . The distribution of target gene copy number differs drastically between A. palmeri and A. tuberculatus. In A. palmeri, EPSPS copy number ranges from 40 to the hundreds and is distributed across chromosomes in the genome (53), whereas in A. tuberculatus, EPSPS copy number is constrained to lower values, typically less than 10, and occurs in tandem repeats (30, 31) . The dichotomy in gene copy number across these species likely traces back to the mechanistic process by which amplification occurs; in A. palmeri, mobile genetic elements are thought to mediate EPSPS gene amplification and insertion across the genome (52), whereas in A. tuberculatus, tandem gene amplification is thought to result from unequal recombination (44) . Herbicide resistance by gene amplification has been reported primarily in response to glyphosate applications, although other isolated instances exist (e.g., amplification in response to glutamine synthetase-inhibiting herbicides in Medicago sativa; 45). How much these adaptive responses are determined by the particular species or herbicide investigated, and the situations in which gene duplication is likely to relieve evolutionary constraint, remains unclear.
Metabolic control theory: a nonlinear relationship between the output of a metabolic network and the extent that this depends on the expression or activity of each individual component of the network Haldane's sieve: the tendency for beneficial mutations that contribute to adaptation to be dominant, as recessive mutations are likely to be hidden from selection which can occur at many different positions across the genome. Thus, a larger mutational target size for NTSR mutations may further increase the probability of evolutionary rescue. Despite the traditional emphasis on TSR, the robust nature of NTSR mechanisms in conferring cross-resistance to many different herbicides, particularly early on following herbicide application, perhaps suggests a foremost way by which weed populations respond to herbicide applications. In fact, the powerful nature of NTSR-constitutive or induced-is now recognized as a predominant mode of resistance adaptation to not only glyphosate but also ACCase herbicides and in grasses in response to ALS herbicides (39) . A number of gene families have an important and predictable role in conferring NTSR (172) . More work remains to be done on the magnitude of resistance these individual genes can confer, and on how well represented these gene families are across populations and species for providing insight into the likelihood of NTSR evolution (172) .
Dominance of Beneficial Mutations
Most of our empirical knowledge of dominance comes from imperfect estimates of its distribution from deleterious mutations in fast-growing model systems (1), leaving much that eludes evolutionary biologists. Robust conclusions about dominance are difficult to find, in part because it is highly dependent on both the selective and the molecular environments. What determines the dominance of a mutation is also thought to depend on the type of enzyme and its position in a network of interfunctioning enzymes (metabolic control theory of dominance) (83; reviewed in 86). When mutations are deleterious, large-effect segregating mutations will most often be recessive because highly deleterious dominant mutations will be immediately removed by selection (66). The same thinking applies to how selection sees beneficial mutations and forms the basis of Haldane's sieve; for sexual outcrossing species, most beneficial mutations that fix should be dominant, because rare and heterozygous recessive mutations will be hidden by selection (65). In selfing species with high levels of homozygosity, Haldane's sieve does not apply because recessive mutations can be seen by selection (29) .
For the evolution of herbicide resistance, dominance matters in two ways. Most intuitively, the probability of adaptation in outcrossing species depends on dominance coefficients by directly
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determining whether the benefit is expressed and therefore seen by selection. The literature largely suggests that known herbicide resistance mutations are partially or completely dominant (100, 114, 121, 131, 132, 144, 145, 150, 152, 154, 159) . This may be because de novo resistance mutations tend to be dominant, but it could also be due to the action of Haldane's sieve.
Furthermore, dominance is a property of phenotypes, and so the expression of alleles varies with the genetic, selective, and abiotic environments (49) . The relative absence of recessive mutational effect estimates may be due to the strength of the selection imposed and the type of herbicide used; low-rate herbicides may result in reduced mortality (loss of only homozygous susceptibles) and the appearance of dominance, whereas higher rates remove more individuals (homozygous and heterozygous susceptibles) and may lead to the interpretation of recessivity (145) . Aside from findings by Roux et al. (145) , who identify a distribution of dominance ranging from completely recessive to overdominant, quantitative evaluations of dominance with variable herbicide types, rates, and TSR mutations are largely absent (but see 68, 94). The apparent scarcity of recessive TSR mutations may thus also be due to the lack of quantitative estimates. Disentangling Haldane's sieve, environmental effects, and the inherent dominance of resistance mutations will require mutagenesis experiments and additional estimates of dominance through quantitative approaches.
The dominance of the cost of resistance influences the frequency of resistance alleles in the population prior to herbicide application, which in turn determines the probability of adaptation from standing genetic variation. In A. myosuroides, the dominance of the cost of resistance for the Gly-2078 ACCase mutation was investigated and its consequences for vegetative biomass, seed production, and plant height were partially recessive (111) . In the selfer Arabidopsis thaliana, the dominance of the cost of resistance to eight different herbicides spanned the continuum from recessive to dominant and did not predict the dominance of the resistance benefit (144). Furthermore, Paris et al. (131) found the cost of resistance (s) varies with genetic background more than the dominance of cost (h) does. Further investigations of the dominance of costs and benefits of resistance will be important for understanding the variation in resistance adaptation across herbicides and species.
Fluctuating Selection
Whether a single herbicide is applied recurrently or whether multiple herbicides are cycled within and between seasons has important implications for the rate and process of resistance adaptation. Because of the extreme strength of selection from herbicides, whether a herbicide is present or absent drastically shifts the selective environment in which weed populations exist. The cadence of herbicide regimes varies widely across agricultural landscapes and is highly dependent on crop rotation. Rotating crops from year to year is the traditional and recommended approach of managing soil fertility, pests, and ultimately yield (10, 70, 97), though many farmers forego rotation in favor of a single crop-herbicide system. Although herbicide dose is the primary determinant of the strength of selection on weed populations, the consistent use of a single mode of action should lead to a long-term trajectory of fixed herbicide resistance (81). In contrast, with rotating crop and herbicide regimes, selection should change in direction between applications, with levels of resistance fluctuating across seasons (although dependent on costs) (61, 62, 81, 92). The amount of time a population spends in each selective environment (with or without herbicides) and the fitness difference between resistance and susceptible alleles in these environments thus determine the magnitude and direction of net selection over time and the evolutionary trajectory of populations toward or away from resistance (81).
In weed systems that experience heterogeneity in selection from herbicides, constraint on proteins to maintain original function while allowing for resistance adaptation may lead to trade-offs, often at the cost of the original kinetic activity of the target protein or pleiotropic phenotypes (46, 110, 161, 162) . Given that a number of known genetically engineered mutations that confer herbicide resistance in the lab are not found in nature (171), significant costs may explain their marked absence in natural settings. For documented ALS TSR mutations (171), 16 of the 24 possible amino acid residues (66%) and 103 of 130 unique mutations (amino acid by position) (79%) have been confirmed in artificial experiments but are not observed in the wild, indeed implying costs as the key factor limiting their success. Costs are also a limiting factor in the number of TSR glyphosate mutations seen in nature (71), although evidence for the cost of resistance is by no means ubiquitous. Because the factors influencing the costs of herbicide resistance have been thoroughly reviewed elsewhere (18, 141, 162) , we do not consider this further except to note that they depend on the mutation, environment, genetic background (131) , and presence of modifiers (37, 131) . As we highlight further below, costs of resistance that may be of important evolutionary relevance may still be difficult to detect from fitness assays in experimental populations.
Fluctuating herbicide use also has important implications for the diversity of populations and the likelihood of resistance mutations fixing. Examples of short-term adaptations fluctuating with the direction of selection have been accumulating (e.g., 14, 20, 87), perhaps coinciding with a shift in thinking by population geneticists toward acknowledging the contribution of adaptation at ecological timescales to long-term evolutionary patterns (112) . The diversity of populations in fluctuating environments should be increased relative to that of populations in environments with persistent herbicide use; selection occurring in opposing directions can manifest over time as balancing selection and thus maintain variants at intermediate levels (14, 20) . In addition to increased standing genetic variation after a herbicide-off season, the absence of treatment allows for a population recovery, increasing the number of backgrounds on which new beneficial mutations can arise (133) . So far, no work has investigated this possibility of an association between temporal allele-frequency fluctuations and variation in herbicide use.
Extent of Gene Flow
Because of its tremendous repeatability, resistance adaptation has become a textbook example of convergent evolution in response to human-mediated selection in nature. However, the relative importance of gene flow, as opposed to the independent adaptation in populations, in facilitating the spread of herbicide resistance across a range remains unclear. Anecdotally, cases in which highly problematic resistant weeds become more widespread across a range are often attributed to humanmediated gene flow via seed dispersal, such as for glyphosate-resistant Amaranthus palmeri across the United States (28) or the introduction of Amaranthus tuberculatus into Ontario, Canada (35) . Similarly, three 20-kg Japanese imports of wheat from the United States, Canada, and Australia contained between 2,931 and 4,673 seeds of Lolium spp., with frequencies of ALS resistance ranging from 28.6% to 84.6% encoded by seven unique TSR substitutions (155) . Anecdotal cases such as this suggest that the spread of genetic variation for resistance via seed dispersal may be of primary importance for long-range establishment of resistance.
Pollen-mediated gene flow (PGF), however, should occur at much smaller geographic scales than seed dispersal. One of the longest reports of gene-flow-mediated spread of resistance is for the wind-pollinated outcrosser Agrostis stolonifera, for which dispersal ranged up to 21 km (164). In contrast, under ideal conditions, the contribution of PGF in the wind-pollinated, dioecious A. tuberculatus var. rudis was halved at just less than 3 m from the pollen source (148) . PGF is of even less importance in predominately selfing species, which have reduced investment in pollen as compared to ovules (36) , and is estimated to be extremely low (0.5% and 3%) for resistance Less explored is the relative importance of gene flow compared with independent adaptation in populations for the spread of resistance across a range. Only Kuester et al. (88) have directly examined this question, by pairing investigations of neutral variation and isolation by distance with glyphosate resistance levels across the Southeastern and Midwestern United States. The authors found that populations of Ipomoea purpurea evolved herbicide resistance independently in hotspots across the range. However, without causal resistance haplotypes, the authors were constrained in their ability to detect gene flow; different demographic origins do not necessarily equal different adaptive allelic origins, as migrant alleles are likely to be retained only in genomic regions with the causal variants. Further understanding of the spatial scale of resistance adaptation and gene flow will be important for integrative weed management, because it affects whether prevention should be focused on local farm-based management or on regional prevention of pollen and seed dispersal.
CHARACTERISTICS OF POPULATIONS AND SPECIES
In this section, we consider how the parameters discussed above vary across species and thus influence differences in the rate and nature of resistance adaptation. We focus on important differences in mating system and ploidy and their implications for predicting herbicide resistance adaptation, as summarized in Figure 1 . We do not discuss the effect of life history and generation time, as it has been well explored elsewhere (60, 76). Summary of how polyploidy and selfing influence the population genomic and demographic parameters important for the probability of evolutionary rescue via resistance adaptation. Solid lines represent a positive influence on the probability of adaptation, whereas dashed lines indicate a negative influence.
Mating Systems
Outcrossing plant populations maintain high levels of heterozygosity and a large effective rate of recombination and thus often a large N e . In contrast, highly selfing populations that are largely homozygous have a smaller N e (122). Because of this difference, outcrossers typically have higher levels of standing neutral genetic variation (13, 19, 98, 105, 149) and are consequently more likely to maintain and recover genetic diversity after demographic bottlenecks (important for lineage persistence) (166) . On the one hand, because most annual, competitive weed species are selfers (157) , N e may often be small. At the very least, N e in most weeds is presumably nowhere near that of the estimated 10 8 for current N e in Drosophila (85). On the other hand, many agronomically important weeds are outcrossing (e.g., A. palmeri in the United States, Sinapis arvensis in Canada), with a large N e and likely high levels of standing genetic variation. Variation in N e along the axis of mating systems in resistant weeds thus leads to an important testable prediction: Relative to the selfing species, the elevated N e in outcrossing populations should lead to an increased probability of evolutionary rescue from standing genetic variation. In a comparison of artificial selection experiments for very-low-dose ACCase resistance in the outcrossing L. rigidum and the highly selfing Avena fatua, resistance evolution from standing genetic variation was reduced in the selfer in comparison with the outcrosser (24, 25) , thus supporting this prediction.
If many adaptive mutations are recessive, however, higher homozygosity in selfing species may lead to higher rates of adaptation because Haldane's sieve is minimized (29) . That is, the distribution of the dominance of fixed mutations in selfing species should reflect that of all de novo mutations, not just those that pass through selection's sieve (29) . Moreover, given that a beneficial mutation is present, fixation should take longer in outcrossers than in selfers, under most conditions, regardless of whether the source is standing genetic variation or new mutation (55). However, Haldane's sieve in outcrossing populations can break down for adaptation from standing genetic variation; recessive standing variants can be important for adaptation in outcrossers because they are sheltered from selection and can therefore persist at intermediate frequencies, whereas higher homozygosity in selfers purge recessive deleterious mutations, reducing inbreeding depression (125, 143) . As yet, the only test of Haldane's sieve across mating systems (143) , which used 14 studies of domestication quantitative trait loci, confirmed these predictions; recessive and partially recessive mutations contributed to adaptation in highly selfing species, and dominant or partially dominant mutations contributed to adaptation in outcrossing species. However, a significant proportion of recessive mutations still contributed to adaptation in outcrossing species, likely because those mutations persisted across the environmental change as standing variants (125, 143) .
Despite the complex interaction between mating system, N e , dominance, and mutational age, we can make several basic predictions about how herbicide resistance adaptation proceeds in selfers versus outcrossers. Outcrossing populations may have a higher number of independent mutations contributing to resistance owing to increased N e and standing genetic variation and thus an increased likelihood of soft selective sweeps. Conversely, we might expect that when selfing species evolve herbicide resistance, adaptation involves selection on a lower number of mutations owing to reduced N e and standing genetic variation and thus an increased likelihood of hard selective sweeps. Furthermore, reduced rates of PGF in selfing populations may increase the probability of independent adaptations across populations. Well-documented agricultural weed populations that experience similar environmental conditions and vary in mating systems provide a unique system for investigating the predominance of soft or hard selective sweeps across variable effective population sizes and levels of standing genetic diversity.
We took advantage of the extensive literature on the molecular basis of herbicide resistance within and between populations to examine how mating systems influence whether adaptation
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Reproductive assurance: in the context of selfing populations, the ability to produce offspring despite strong mate or pollinator limitation Apomixis: asexual seed production occurs from selection on single or multiple mutations. We identified 118 studies across 71 species for which the molecular basis of herbicide resistance was confirmed and we could characterize the mating system as predominantly selfing or predominantly outcrossing (Supplemental Table 1 ). Because the number of populations analyzed (from 1 to 297) varied tremendously between studies, we took two approaches: We tested whether mating system influences (a) the average number of unique amino acid mutations conferring resistance per population and (b) the total number of unique mutations across populations.
We found a clear influence of mating system on the log average number of mutations per population (λ = 0.61, F (1,68) = 5.56, p = 0.021; Supplemental Table 2 ), even when controlling for phylogenetic relatedness using a phylogenetic least squares (PGLS) [gls function in the nlme package (137) in R and a trimmed version of the angiosperm tree (173)]. As predicted, this test indicated that selfing species have a smaller average number of resistance mutations per population than outcrossing species do (Figure 2a) . For the analysis of the number of unique resistance mutations by population number and mating system, we found a significant effect of mating system (F (1,36) = 5.98, p = 0.019) and of number of populations (F (1,36) = 13.45, p = 0.008), and a highly significant interaction between mating system and population number (F (1,36) = 18.34, p = 0.0001) (Figure 2b ) (Supplemental Table 2 ). In this second analysis, we used a simple linear mixed model, with a random effect of species nested within genus nested within herbicide, but we did not correct for relatedness because of the absence of a phylogenetic signal in the data (λ = −0.01). Differences among species explained 27% of the variation in the model, orders of magnitude greater than the effect of herbicides or genera, consistent with an important influence of variation in population genetic parameters between species. These data further indicate that selfing species have a significantly lower number of unique mutations within populations than outcrossing species do. Moreover, the number of unique resistance mutations by the number of populations is highly dependent on mating system, with selfing species having a much greater positive relationship than outcrossing species do (Figure 2b) . The interaction between mating system and population number suggests that reduced rates of gene flow among selfing populations may lead to higher rates of independent adaptation, whereas in outcrossing species reduced mutation limitation, increased gene flow, or both contribute to a convergent genetic basis of herbicide resistance. These findings are consistent with the theoretical prediction that mutation-limited, smaller N e selfing populations should adapt predominantly through selection on a single mutation, whereas adaptation from standing genetic variation or the successive fixation of new mutations is more likely to occur in outcrossers. Because the probability of soft sweeps is also correlated with the probability of adaptation (166), these results may also suggest that outcrossing species experience a higher rate of adaptation to herbicide resistance.
In addition to population genetic consequences, differences in mating system will also have important effects on ecology and demography, which can influence resistance adaptation (89). With these considerations in mind, selfing strategies can be favored in the evolution of resistance; increased reproductive assurance (8, 9, 58, 129 ) is particularly relevant for evolutionary rescue via herbicide resistance adaptation in mate-limited populations (89). Similarly, facultatively sexual modes of reproduction such as apomixis provide reproductive assurance in populations constrained to small sizes owing to strong selective pressures. Moreover, because they do not mate with dissimilar individuals that are potentially susceptible, resistant selfing and facultatively sexual species may prevent recombination with and gene flow from maladapted individuals and populations (4, 5) .
A recent test of these predictions in the mixed-mating Ipomoea purpurea found the level of glyphosate resistance across populations to correlate positively with the level of inbreeding (89), implying that once a resistance mutation arises, increased rates of selfing may be more likely to lead to fixation and restore positive population growth. Along these lines, facultative apomixis in Amaranthus palmeri is hypothesized to play a role in the persistence of the resistant phenotype in the absence of reproductive partners (142) . Importantly, reproductive assurance in these selfing and facultatively sexual species leads to a lower minimum population size at which evolutionary rescue can occur. Taken together, it is difficult to predict whether resistance adaptation is more likely in selfing or outcrossing populations, and the outcome will be heavily parameter dependent. Reproductive assurance in partially selfing populations should increase the probability that newly resistant individuals contribute to the rebound of the population, but this is dependent on whether the resistance mutation is already present. However, gene flow may be a source of rescuing mutations for susceptible populations rather than just an impediment to resistant populations, in which case outcrossing populations may be at an advantage. Furthermore, given the strong selection for resistance mutations, the influx of susceptible alleles via gene flow should have minimal effect on the probability of evolutionary rescue (81). As discussed above, the relative importance of new mutation versus standing genetic variation, dominance, and population size will all contribute to determining how resistance adaptation proceeds across mating systems. Broadly, the demographic and ecological assurance of selfing and facultatively sexual species implies that they may be most suitable for withstanding the challenge of population crashes and perhaps evolutionary rescue given a resistance mutation occurs. However, theoretical and empirical evidence outlined above predicts that when population sizes are less limited, such as at the onset of herbicide applications, outcrossing species may be more likely to have the genetic innovation necessary-in the form of diversity and gene flow from resistant populations-to allow for evolutionary rescue.
Polyploidy
Given that polyploids account for a significant portion of current angiosperm diversity (estimated between 10% and 40%) (128, 167), understanding how genome duplication influences the probability that beneficial mutations are seen by selection is a key question in plant evolution. Aside from differences in mutational target size between target site and nontarget site genetic architectures of resistance, mutational target size may differ between organisms owing to increased genome copy number (i.e., polyploidy). The increased mutational target size alone results in established polyploids harboring more polymorphism, with a larger expected collection of beneficial mutations from which adaptation can occur (130) but also a higher deleterious mutational load (with load scaling by μ × ploidy level) (128). The presence of multiple gene copies dampens the effect of both increased beneficial mutations and mutational load when variants are partially recessive; however, at equilibrium, polyploids still have a higher mutational load and number of beneficial mutations (128). If adaptation is mutation limited in diploids (as it is under conditions of small population size), polyploids should adapt faster than diploids when mutations are partially dominant because of their increased mutational input (128). These predictions have only begun to be tested and have been limited to yeast owing to their cycling through haploid and diploid stages; higher ploidies adapt faster, but only when population size and mutational input are limiting factors (3, 153, 174) .
These patterns are also expected to differ between auto-and allopolyploids, in which only N e and dominance effects are changed in autopolyploids with tetrasomic inheritance, in contrast to the more complex joint effects of hybridization and whole genome duplication in allopolyploids. Typical disomic inheritance in allopolyploids prevents the breakdown of fixed heterozygosity between subgenomes (128). Moreover, the lack of recombination between subgenomes in allopolyploids allows for their independent evolution to the extent that redundancy in their function may release 109, 123, 163) .
The importance of polyploidy in facilitating adaptation to stressful environments has long been debated (38, 59, 63, 64, 101, 102, 107, 115, 157) , and there is currently no evidence that this effect for herbicide resistance adaptation is widespread. Despite experimental evidence in yeast that polyploidy facilitates rapid adaptation (153) , anecdotal evidence from a study of ACCase resistance in the hexaploid wheat, A. fatua, points to a limiting effect of polyploidy on resistance adaptation; the effect size of the same TSR mutation was much smaller in the hexaploid wheat than in a previously observed diploid grass (170) . This finding suggests that greater masking of beneficial mutations may limit adaptation in polyploids, although much more should be investigated to test this.
Similar to the manifestation of Haldane's theory in outcrossing species, adaptation from new mutations should favor dominant mutations in polyploids, as recessive mutations will mostly be masked from selection by other genome copies (128). Specifically, for sexual organisms with a higher ploidy to adapt faster than lower ploidy species, the dominance of an autopolyploid must be greater than half that of the diploid (128). For allopolyploids, the product of the dominance of each parental subgenome must be greater than half that of the diploid in order for them to adapt faster (128). However, standing genetic variation may be much more important to adaptation in polyploids than in diploids if slightly deleterious standing variants are partially recessive and can be masked by other genome copies. The masking effect of polyploids may thus allow for mutations to persist, whereas in a diploid they would have been selected out (128). This may be important particularly if the cost of resistance differs from the benefit in dominance (as in 144); resistance mutations may persist longer in the absence of herbicides if polyploids can mask their recessive costs while expressing their dominant benefit. In diploid yeast cells, adaptation to the antibiotic fluconazole proceeds from exclusively dominant mutations, whereas haploids undergo adaptation from both dominant and recessive mutations at near equal rates, with higher concentrations favoring recessive mutations (2, 3) . Systematic tests of the interaction between dominance and polyploid are absent for most other systems, but will be fundamental to understanding the effectiveness and process of adaptation in polyploids.
Using the same phylogenetic approach as above, we looked to the weed-herbicide literature to see whether the increased mutational target size of higher ploidy species led to a higher number of unique resistance mutations on average (Supplemental Table 2 ). Interestingly, although we did not find that ploidy alone had an effect on the average number of resistance mutations per population, there was a marked interaction between ploidy and mating system (Figure 3 ) (λ = 0.65, F (1,63) = 14.9, p = 0.0003). In selfing species, as ploidy increases, so too does the average number of resistance mutations per population. In contrast, the ploidy of outcrossing species negatively relates to the average number of resistance mutations per population. This interaction may be the result of the beneficial effect of ploidy on standing genetic variation when populations are small; in selfing populations where N e is constrained to low values, polyploidy will increase the number of standing variants in the population by increasing N e and facilitating masking. In contrast, in large outcrossing populations, the number of copies of the previously deleterious or neutral variant may be sufficient enough that a higher ploidy will no longer facilitate increased standing genetic variation, but rather, will slow the rate of fixation due to a decreased efficacy of selection. The interaction between mating system and ploidy on adaptive potential has yet to be explored theoretically or empirically, even though the effects of ploidy are highly dependent on heterozygosity and dominance, factors that vary considerably across mating systems. 
TOWARD A RESEARCH PROGRAM IN THE POPULATION GENOMICS OF HERBICIDE RESISTANCE
Now that it is feasible to study genome-wide diversity in any organism, population genomics provides key opportunities to investigate the underlying evolutionary mechanisms responsible for herbicide resistance adaptation, with potentially important implications for management. Tools such as genome-wide association studies (GWAS) (17) and selective scans [e.g., using F ST , the differentiation of sub-populations in the total population (118) , and the population branch statistic (PBS) (169) ] that rely on the ability to relate phenotype to fine-scale changes in allele frequencies between populations will allow us to identify many more loci contributing to resistance, including alleles contributing to highly polygenic traits such as NTSR. Traditionally, population genetic approaches were inadequate for detecting fine-scale changes in allele frequencies that should accompany polygenic adaptation from standing genetic variation (139) . However, with the increasing influx of genomic data, empirical approaches for studying polygenic adaptation are growing. One such method is Bayenv (34), a Bayesian approach that looks to detect covariance in allele frequencies across the genome between populations in select environments. These approaches will likely enable researchers to identify many more candidate resistance alleles beyond the well-known large-effect TSR mutations. However, while these population genomic and GWAS approaches offer promise for identifying many additional candidate loci, it is important to remember that such studies can be prone to statistical limitations and the identification of false positives or negatives (26) . For example, patterns of linkage disequilibrium have important consequences on the power to detect causal loci and their resolution: Self-fertilization in plants increases linkage disequilibrium, which up to a certain extent can increase power by combining the signal of multiple small-effect loci, however linkage disequilibrium will interfere with ability to resolve causal loci within the tract (79). Furthermore, the probability of false negatives in GWAS approaches increases if underpowered due to an insufficient number of individuals sampled, and/or if causal variants tend to be at low frequencies, whereas the number of false positives increases with reduced representation sequencing or strong population structure (see box 1 in Reference 82 for a thorough discussion of the statistical and genetic biases of GWAS). Therefore, GWAS-like methods should be conducted (a) with these biases in mind and, importantly, (b) in combination with the functional validation of candidate genes through transgenic gain-of-function and loss-of-function lines, fine-scale genetic mapping, and other experimental approaches in order to pinpoint the causal mechanism(s) of NTSR.
By examining haplotype data and linkage around selected sites, we can also make important inferences about the strength of selection, the source(s) of adaptive variation, and how much adaptation is independent or shared across populations. For example, a recent composite likelihoodbased approach can not only identify loci across the genome involved in convergent evolution across populations, but also distinguish between shared ancestry, independent origins, and convergence through gene flow (95). Analyses of the number of unique resistant haplotypes within and across populations will provide a powerful approach for inferring the extent of independent resistance evolution on multiple spatial scales.
Furthermore, subtle costs of herbicide resistance on the order of 1% or less may be important for the adaptive dynamics of resistance alleles but would be difficult to measure in field experiments estimating relative fitness in a finite number of individuals. A population genomics approach would track resistance allele frequencies over the course of herbicide-on and herbicide-off periods, along with the magnitude of reduction in diversity around the selected site, to decompose the opposing strengths and fitness consequences according to the timing of selection. This could easily be done for TSR mutations, and integration with other functional approaches would be necessary for identifying loci involved in NTSR and possibly pleiotropic trade-offs.
Given that a weed population adapts to herbicides, a phenotypic shift toward resistance may occur via an extreme bottleneck, the extent of which depends on the type of selective sweep that occurred. Theory predicts that when rescue is likely (e.g., with low-dose herbicide applications), adaptation should occur predominantly through soft sweeps (166) . This is because when selection is strong, the longer waiting time associated multiple beneficial mutations arising in soft sweeps decreases the probability of evolutionary rescue. Empirical tests of this prediction in HIV-infected cells indeed show that more effective drug treatments are associated with adaptation via hard sweeps and an increased reduction in diversity, whereas less effective treatments are associated with adaptation via soft sweeps (47) . In parallel with these findings, higher doses of herbicide should increase the severity of the genetic bottleneck, the probability of extinction, and the likelihood that adaptation proceeds through hard selective sweeps. In highly selfing species, these effects will be exacerbated by low effective rates of recombination, possibly driving genome-wide diversity loss. Two notable studies that examine the dynamics of herbicide resistance adaptation found an associated nonnegligible reduction in genomic diversity: The spread of a triazine resistance mutation in the chloroplast of Arabidopsis thaliana resulted in the hitchhiking of the entire nuclear genome along British railways (50) , and increased resistance of the same populations of Ipomoea purpurea after nine years was associated with reductions in most measures of genomic diversity (90). Aside from these exceptions, the genomic consequences for diversity and the prevalence of hard or soft sweeps in herbicide resistance adaptation have been rarely investigated.
Currently, much work is under way to address the relative importance of hard and soft selective sweeps in adaptation and to develop methods for distinguishing between the two with genomic data (see 75 for a recent and thorough review). Each type of selective sweep leaves behind distinctive genomic and coalescent patterns. Hard-swept beneficial mutations share a recent common ancestor and no haplotypic diversity. Soft-swept single-origin standing variants recombine onto multiple backgrounds, thus extending their coalescent history and shortening the length of diversity-depleted haplotypes, whereas soft sweeps from multiple independent mutations leave behind extended haplotypes corresponding to each origin (75). Methods have been developed on the basis of these defining characteristics to tease apart the mutational origins of adaptation (48, 54, 135, 151 ; but for caveats, see 75) and will be pivotal for evaluating the role of new mutational input versus standing genetic variation in adaptation, as well as for elaborating integrative management strategies for preventing resistance. Comparisons of the sweep signals of resistance across species with contrasting population sizes, mating systems, and ploidy levels will enable key tests of the factors driving the rate and nature of adaptation.
In the field of herbicide resistance much progress has been made in documenting the parallel molecular mechanisms underlying resistance phenotypes across species, yet we are only beginning to understand the genomic and population-level processes by which adaptation to herbicides occur and the repeatability of these processes across the range. Outstanding questions can be elegantly addressed through population genomic approaches: How many loci or distinct mutations are typically involved in resistance phenotypes? What is the relative representation of TSR and NTSR within populations and across the range? Does this representation depend on the herbicide or species? What are the dynamics of adaptive resistance mutations and their genomic consequences? With the decrease in cost and increase in throughput of whole genome sequencing, answering these questions, among others, from studies of herbicide resistance both within and across populations is becoming increasingly tractable. In our current global climate, a highly integrative evolutionary genomic approach is sorely needed not only for the practical management of herbicide-resistant weeds, but also for answering questions related to the future of environmental, health, and agricultural security.
SUMMARY POINTS
1. A tremendous literature on herbicide resistance in weeds points to highly convergent phenotypic and genetic mechanisms, yet the evolutionary process itself is variable and context dependent. Models of evolutionary rescue can help us understand the implications of this variability for the nature of adaptation.
2. Population genetic theory can assist in predicting how much populations respond to extreme selection pressure. Empirical examples from the weed-herbicide literature provide an important test of this theory.
3. Species characteristics such as selfing and polyploidy that dramatically alter population genetic parameters offer an axis of variation to investigate rates of adaptation and elucidate its limiting factors.
4. Paired with this conceptual framework, the decreasing costs of sequencing and increasingly sophisticated population genomic approaches integrated with functional validation provide unparalleled power to dissect the nature, rate, and extent of resistance adaptation across populations and species.
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